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Abstract 
In today's society, a large part of Sweden's population owns a smartphone. Since the release of 
the iPhone in 2007, the phenomena of using smartphones to shop has increased every year 
and is now larger than ever. Not surprisingly, developing and maintaining websites for other 
devices than a desktop, such as smartphones and tables, is now a top priority among the 
world's companies. However, it has been argued that many retailers fail at providing a 
satisfactory user experience on the mobile web, and many customers are unsatisfied with their 
mobile experiences. Previous research has investigated user experiences from a customer 
point-of-view. The aim of this thesis is to examine usability issues regarding the mobile web 
from an enterprise point-of-view, with the help of four main areas within usability. The areas 
are: content, site performance, navigation and accessibility. They were identified in previous 
research, which includes both a customer and an enterprise perspective in the theoretical 
chapter. This research was initiated to confirm these areas as challenges from an enterprise 
perspective in Sweden. Additionally, the aim of the thesis is also to gain insight in why the 
areas are challenging to manage for an enterprise today. 

This research was conducted by performing a case study at a Swedish telecom company, with 
four employees participating in interviews. The data collection resulted in valuable insights, 
confirming that the identified main areas present challenges for the chosen company to 
different degrees. The most challenging issues were proven to be content and site 
performance, where fitting content on small screens and making sure the site speed is 
satisfactory from a customer perspective were seen as especially difficult aspects.   
Additionally, the analysis mapping theoretical and empirical findings includes suggestions of 
why the identified main areas are seen as issues from the enterprise point-of-view. This study 
proves there are challenges enterprises face, which hinders them to provide satisfactory user 
experiences on the mobile web. The research confirms the main areas as challenges as well as 
presenting why they are tricky to manage. Lastly, this thesis might have the possibility to act 
as a base for further research, such as managing the different main areas more efficiently, 
since it was not the aim of this thesis to offer that kind of insight.  
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1. Introduction 
The world changed when the first iPhone was released in 2007. After this event, the use of the 
internet in the mobile phone exploded and a new way to develop websites became necessary 
(Elgan 2011). Over the past years, mobile phones have developed to become a much more 
advanced device compared to older mobile phones with basic functions, such as calls and text 
messages. Today's devices include functions such as transactions, purchasing, finding 
locations, selling, payments (for bills and to connecting to a bank) and also connections to 
social networks. Smartphones have become a device which for many people is a kind of 
lifestyle, especially among younger users (Rajan 2016). 

Sweden launched 3G in 2003. At first, the speed was slow and users could only read e-mail 
and send messages. It was when the Turbo 3G network was launched that internet could be 
used. Over the past six years, the usability for Internet in the mobile phones has grown. In 
2016, 78 percent of the Swedish population connected to internet through a mobile phone and 
65 percent do it daily. The average person who owns a smartphone uses their mobile phone 
9,2 hours a week, which is one hour longer than last year (Ahlgren 2016). Smartphone users 
are according to Ahlgren (2016) getting younger every year. 

Today's smartphones have made an interaction between devices and humans possible, 
furthermore, it has also provided an opportunity for businesses to develop mobile commerce. 
Over the past few years, mobile commerce has developed and attached billions of users. With 
mobile commerce, users can interact with products via a smartphone or tablet directly through 
wireless internet to receive information and transactions processes (Vanathi 2016). Many 
companies have taken advantage of this opportunity, to provide consumers with personalized 
services through mobile commerce platforms. Investments for mobile commerce related 
aspects such as infrastructure, technology and services are the top priority for companies 
worldwide today. The prediction for 2017 projects 5.13 billion mobile devices worldwide, 
which is 70 percent of the world population. The developments in this industry is large and 
fast-growing (Rajan 2016). 

1.1 Problem statement 
It is still argued that many retailers fail at providing a satisfactory user experience on a mobile 
website. If the experience fails to deliver, customers risk getting frustrated and this can result 
in lost sales (Miller 2016). According to research made by Adobe, 53 percent of mobile users 
are still dissatisfied with their products experience (Tode 2015). Furthermore, research shows 
that 50 percent of mobile users will abandon the site if the experience is too poor, and one in 
five will never visit the site again. One of the top complaints when customers are dissatisfied 
with their mobile experience are missing features on the mobile site, such as inventory 
availability or products reviews. Another complaint is the sometimes slow experience on the 
mobile site, where 50 percent of all customers expects the site to load in less than two seconds 
(Miller 2016). All these issues concern mobile usability, which implies how easy a mobile 
website is to use. 

Over the past years, 68 percent of the people who owns a smartphone has tried to make a 
purchase through their smartphone. However, the purchase has often not resulted in a sale. 
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Statistics from 2013 tells that 47 percent online-shoppers failed to make a purchase through 
their devices, because of the long process to the checkout and primarily because of the 
numbers of pages to get through. 74 percent of mobile visitors will abandon the website if it 
takes more than five seconds to load according to statistics (Carlson 2013). Additionally, three 
out of four think a smartphone is slower than a computer, and only nine percent prefer to shop 
on their smartphone. However, between 2011 and 2015, mobile performance has tripled. 
Images and videos are considered as 63 percent of the total website weight, which will slow 
the website down. The amount of JavaScript requests has also increased, which will be more 
complex for the website to load. This will lead to longer waiting for the customers as the 
website loads (Everts 2015). 

To be able to succeed in the mobile commerce business, a company's mobile website must 
have a good balance between information, service, products and a clear design. By combining 
these factors, the customers will be able to easily navigate the mobile website and thus buy 
the products (Holmquist 2012). But there are a few common mistakes companies make using 
this design method. Hiding content is one of the most common mistakes (Girard 2015). In the 
early age of the mobile site, companies assumed that visitors were in a rush when accessing 
the mobile sites and therefore did not need the full content. But this is not true, as recent 
reports show 61 percent of mobile users use the mobile while having a quiet moment, such as  
watching tv (Sterling 2014). In a WordPress beginners guide, Staff (2016) argues about the 
importance of having a high quality site performance, otherwise, visitors may leave the 
website and go somewhere else. It is important to strive for a balance between content and 
site performance, to make the website as fast as possible (Staff 2016). 

Google and SOASTA, a leading analytic company, have created a study about why marketers 
should care about site performance, which is an important factor within usability. Like the 
other sources included in the paragraphs above, Google and SOASTA have concluded similar 
statistics about mobile commerce. The study reveals that 30 percent of online shopping are by 
smartphones. Additionally, 79 percent of the shoppers were dissatisfied with the site 
performance and they will not shop from those websites again. In the study, An and Meean 
(2016) state that people use their smartphones more than ever to shop online. However, it is 
common retailers do not live up to customers' expectations, because customers expect the 
brands to deliver fast and frictionless. In July 2016, the average load time on an American 
retail mobile website was 6.9 seconds. Additionally, An & Meean (2016) argue that 40 percent 
of the customers will leave the website if it takes longer than three seconds to load. In 
previous sources above, similar surveys have been performed and those revealed that 74 
percent of customers will leave the site if it takes more than five seconds to load.  

Based on this study (An & Meean 2016), Google and SOASTA have some suggestions to 
improve marketers' site performance. Their first suggestion concerns complexity, which they 
argue can hurt the conversion rate. Instead, they want marketers to limit the numbers of page 
elements and also the number of images, to improve the site performance. Furthermore, they 
state that slow pages can increase bounces. Google and SOASTA suggest getting the DOM 
(Documents Object Model) ready in time, which means that the website will build up in a 
certain way which makes the website appear faster than it really is. Lastly, they recommend 
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that the full-page load time, which is described as all content, should be loaded and finished 
within 2.5 seconds (An & Meean 2016). 

1.2 Purpose  
The purpose of our research is to gain insight about current challenges with mobile usability 
from an enterprise point-of-view. This is a fast-growing and fast-changing field, and there are 
many surveys which points to unsatisfactory user experiences regarding the mobile web. 
However, it seems like there are not as many studies regarding the enterprise perspective and 
their issues. We believe there is a gap in research, and argue that new findings concerning 
mobile usability from an enterprise point-of-view is needed. Four main areas have been 
identified within mobile usability which are: content, site performance, navigation and 
accessibility. These main areas have been identified in previous research and also gathered 
from the data collection. The thesis aims to confirm these main areas as challenges within 
mobile usability from an enterprise perspective. Furthermore, this thesis also seeks to gain 
more insight in why they present challenges for companies today. Lastly, this study aims to 
present new findings, based on a single case. 

1.3 Research question 
With regards to our problem statement, an interest in gaining more knowledge within the field 
of mobile usability arose, since many users have unsatisfactory experiences with mobile 
websites today. When collecting data, it was easy to find issues regarding the customer 
perspective. However, the mobile usability issues companies face today does not appear to be 
as explored. We are interested in what the current challenges are, but also in why the 
investigated challenges present issues for Swedish companies today. With these questions in 
mind, we have considered an enterprise point-of-view in our research. Therefore, this thesis 
seeks to investigate this matter with the following research question: 

 From an enterprise point-of-view, what are the current challenges with mobile 
usability when presenting product information, and why?  

1.4 Target group 
We aim to provide further insights in a current and important subject which concerns all 
companies on today's market. Therefore, this thesis is primarily intended for companies in 
similar industries as the chosen company for this thesis. Hopefully, they can gain essential 
information regarding issues they might experience as well. Additionally, this thesis and its 
result are intended for researchers in the field of mobile usability as well. We hope that by 
presenting our results, researchers will feel motivated to further investigate these issues. 

1.5 Limitation 
Mobile usability includes many aspects which means there are limitations in this research. 
Firstly, this thesis will be from a enterprise point-of-view and the data collection will not 
consider users' issues and attitudes. In this thesis, we aim to confirm the identified main areas 
as issues, but not how they are best managed which is another limitation. Furthermore, mobile 
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applications will not be considered in this thesis, only the mobile web will be acknowledged. 
Additionally, the thesis will only consider a responsive web design approach and no other 
alternatives to responsive sites, partly because this is the most commonly used approach and 
partly because the interviewed company uses this. Moreover, only a front-end perspective has 
been considered, which implicates back-end issues have been excluded from this thesis. 

Even though it would be interesting to include more companies in our research, it was decided 
only one company would be part of the data collection. This thesis is therefore limited to the 
Swedish market with a business to consumer focus. Furthermore, the telecom industry is 
central in our research and another limitation, since the chosen company is one of the largest 
companies. We want to emphasize the industry, simply because this industry is slightly 
dissimilar compared to other industries in terms of products and how they need to present 
content. This distinction is essential to the thesis, since it concerns the subject of mobile 
usability.  
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2. Theory 

2.1 Mobile Usability  
Nielsen and Loranger (2006) define usability as “a quality attribute relating to how easy 
something is to use“. Web usability is often inflicted with various challenges. Unlike usability 
studies involving users of a systems where needs can be measured in different ways, web 
users are often more difficult to measure in terms of personalities, behaviors, information 
requirements and preferences. Furthermore, the web is in constant change which means that 
user expectations are constantly growing. Many web users have short attention spans and 
most of them do not want to spend a lot of time, but at the same time they want the best out of 
an online information service for instance (Chowdury & Chowdury 2011).  

Web usability is essential for all firms in terms of money. Problems caused by a lack of web 
usability usually result in a large loss of money. This costs can sometimes be hidden and 
might not always appear in budgets, but they appear in other ways such as abandoned 
shopping carts, customer attrition and negative word-of-mouth. The solution to avoid any 
large usability issues lies in detecting these issues before they are released into production. 
This will save money. Improvements in site features such as shopping carts generally leads to 
an increased ratio in successful customer purchases (Pearrow 2007). 

Furthermore, some argue for the correlation between web usability and conversion. The Web 
Analytic Association defines conversion as a visitor of a website who completes a target 
action. A target action is set by the company and can be buying a product or completing a 
registration form. Conversion rate of a website is how many users actually do what the 
company wants. An electronic commerce website can for instance attract heavy traffic of 
hundreds of thousands of visitors each month, but if none of them gets converted to buyers, 
the huge traffic is equivalent to zero visitors (McDowell, Wilson & Kile 2016). According to 
Beri and Singh (2013), “the success of a website rides on the usability and conversion rate of 
the website. The higher the usability and conversion rate of the website, the better the website 
is functioning.“ Furthermore, Beri and Singh (2013) also state that web usability and 
conversion rate go hand in hand. McDowell, Wilson and Kile (2016) also argue for a 
conversion rate and web effectiveness. Rabhan (2013) describes one situation where usability 
and conversion rate overlap each other is shopping cart abandonment. Online customers are 
well known for quickly changing their minds, and it is one of the largest issue electronic 
commerce companies face. Cart abandonments are often consequences of bad usability. One 
common mistake according to Rabhan (2013), is assuming few steps are better. For instance, 
many assume that one-step checkouts improve conversion rates, but it does not necessarily 
apply in all cases. If the process is long, such as the customer having to fill out many forms, 
more steps might be necessary in the check-out process.  

2.1.1 User experience 
Usability and user experience are closely related to each other. As defined earlier in section 
2.1, usability means how easy something is to use, such as a website. User experience is a 
person's involvement with any technology, product or service and his or her overall 
experience with the involvement. User experience has several touch points, which can be both 
physical, mental and mechanical (Rosenzweig, Green & Pearson 2015). User experience 
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design, usually referred to as UX design, should derive from a business- and development 
perspective. By combining the two perspectives, together they can design the user experience 
as flawless as possible. A user experience designer has four aspects in mind which they focus 
on: tangible, social, individual and digital. In this area, there are some aspects they are 
looking at, such as customer service live chat, searching an online archive, packing for a pair 
of shoes, customer service phone call and many more. The design goals are important to 
follow, to ensure the brand presence is sending the right message and values. The users should 
easily find what the company does and how to contact them. Additionally, the website should 
include the business model and value proposition e.g what can the company can do for the 
user. The website should have a clear structure and guide the users to relevant interactions, 
functionality or content (Unger & Chandler 2012).  

Mobile phones have both limitations and strengths, which directly affect the user experience 
on the mobile web. One effect of the mobile experience is mobile phones' mobility: people 
always include the mobile in their hands or pockets. Since mobile phones are used in various 
situations and contexts, mobile users are more likely to be interrupted compared to a desktop 
user. Thus, attention on mobile is both short and fragmented. Additionally, the average mobile 
session is 72 seconds, much shorter than desktop sessions which averages at 150 seconds. 
Because of all these aspects, Budiu (2015) argues that the mobile experience should be 
designed with interruptions in mind. On the other hand, killing time on the mobile is very 
common. According to Nielsen and Budiu (2013), “killing time is the perfect match for 
mobile devices because they're readily available when users are waiting for something to 
happen“. To conclude, two opposite perceptions are simultaneously felt by many people. 
Nielsen and Budiu (2013) argue that people both want less interaction and more thrills. 

2.2 Content  
Content can be viewed as the body of the website (Anderson 2010). The web is content – and 
content is the web. Having a content strategy in place is an essential aspect for companies. 
Halvorson (2008) argues that a “content strategy plans for the creation, publication and 
governance of useful, usable content“. A content strategy does not only define what kind of 
content is published at a site but also why it is published. Content should be viewed as a 
critical asset of strategic planning and meaningful investment (Halvorson 2008). Content is all 
the information published on a website. This does not only include copy though. For instance, 
images, videos and PDF files are also considered content. It is uncommon for content to have 
early priority in a project, on the contrary, many projects add content as an afterthought. 
Content strategy is usually considered apart of user experience design (Unger & Chandler 
2012). 

Featured content on the mobile should be different compared to desktop content, according to 
Nielsen (2013). He argues that simple and short writing is recommended on small screens, 
since the lack of context reduces users' text comprehension. Text should be scannable. 
Additionally, filler content, or fluff, should as much as possible be cut out. Furthermore, other 
featured content such as images should be designed for the smartphone, which can be done 
either by cropping or zooming the original image featured on the desktop. Nielsen (2013) 
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describes these tweaks as “cutting secondary content“. As few features as possible should be 
included on the mobile website, to achieve decent usability. 

According to research by Singh (2011), it is more difficult to comprehend complicated 
content on mobile websites, since it is like reading through a peephole. Additionally, the 
findings in the research calculated the comprehension scores on the mobile to be twice as bad 
as on the desktop. Nielsen and Budiu (2013) argue that reading on a small screen must partly 
depend on the fact that users see less on the mobile screen, at any given time. As a result, 
users must rely on their short term memory when they try to understand something that is not 
fully explained within the viewable space on the mobile screen. Nielsen and Budiu (2013) 
conclude that less context equals less understanding (Nielsen & Budiu 2013). Lobo, 
Kaskaloglu, Kim and Herbert (2011) continue Nielsen's argument, stating that the small 
screens of smartphones does not allow multitasking concerning surfing the web. Additionally, 
they argue it is difficult for users to obtain an overall view of the webpage, which makes it 
difficult to understand and locate content (Lobo et al 2011). 

However, according to a new study made in 2016, comprehension scores for easy content (in 
the study specified as articles with an 8th grade language and 404 words in average) is 
nowadays very similar, regarding desktop and mobile. It is still a significant difference when 
it concerns hard content (in the study specified as articles with an 12th grade language and 
988 words in average). Difficult content may cause difficulties for the mobile reader yet, and 
the participants generally had to slow down when reading complex content on the mobile 
screen. For instance, participants spent 30 milliseconds more on each word when reading on 
the mobile compared to the desktop. To sum up, the participants could not sustain their higher 
working memory load, and therefore had to either read more carefully, or go back an re-read 
certain passages (Meyer 2016). 

2.2.1 Responsive Web Design 
Niederst Robbins (2012) describes Responsive Web Design as “a strategy for dealing with 
unknown screen size“. Responsive web design is a web design approach which makes a 
website adapt to whatever the size of a device is. The website will shrink the browser to fit the 
screen of the device, such as a smartphone or a tablets (see figure 1). Responsive web design 
is a strategy which offers and provides consumers with a customized layout, appropriate to 
the device based on the size of the device’s viewport, also called browser window. The design 
will apply different style sheets based on the screen size to provide the consumers optimized 
layout for their device (Niederst Robbins 2012). 

However, Nielsen and Budiu claim in 2013 that a responsive web design might not be enough 
to develop a sufficient user interface. Simply modifying the layout by moving content on the 
screen and removing or enlarging certain design elements is not enough. It might be workable 
when it concerns adapting different screen size designs for desktop or adapting different 
screen size designs for mobile. But if enough coding is done, satisfactory results can be 
achieved (Nielsen & Budiu 2013). As of today, Responsive Web Design has generally 
improved mobile design, especially regarding content prioritization and content parity. 
Nonetheless, there have been negative impacts on mobile usability as well, such as the very 
long pages. Long pages requires users to scroll, which they do if they feel enticed. Budiu 
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(2015) recommends a few precautions for this situation, such as mini table of contents at the 
beginning of the page, as well back-to-top buttons and accordions with sticky navigation.
(Budiu 2015b). 

Figure 1. Shows how text and images could be structured in different devices. 

2.2.2 Online product information  
Textual descriptions and images are the most common components when companies deliver 
online product information. Some studies believe visual product information is superior 
compared to textual descriptions regarding the opportunity of influencing shopping behaviors 
of customers. On the other hand, other studies mean that images cannot outperform textual 
descriptions (Li, Wei, Tavi & Tan 2016).  

According to Schade (2014), one web design trend to follow is to embrace large product 
images. She argues that a good image on an electronic commerce site is worth one thousand 
dollars. Nowadays, product images offer product details which can not be found in textual 
descriptions. The large product images is not only featured on product pages - category pages 
are also offering larger product images which Schade (2014) argues is a positive change. 
Previously, category images have been tiny and have not offered users any detail about the 
product. The larger category images help users compare between different products and help 
the user see product details early on in the process (Schade 2014). 

2.3 Site Performance 
Site performance is critical for a company’s website, regardless of how the users are accessing 
it. Several studies show that users expect websites to load in under two seconds and almost 
one third of the audience immediately leave the site if it does not. Those people will not be 
likely to return either. By reducing page load times by only 100 milliseconds, Amazon.com 
could present a one percent increase in revenue (Niederst Robbins 2012). Furthermore, if a 
website's response time increases by 0.1 seconds, Nielsen and Budiu claim a company will 
lose a few percent of their visitors (Nielsen & Budiu). Additionally, nowadays Google has site 
speed in its search algorithms which means that if a website is slow, it will most likely not 
show up in the top ten result page. One aspect many companies try to improve today is site 
optimization. There are two broad categories within this field, which are reducing the number 
of requests to the server as well limiting file sizes (Niederst Robbins 2012). There are other 
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alternatives as well to improve the perceived site performance. According to Neil and Tidwell 
(2014), one could display system status in different ways. Instead of having the traditional 
loading indicator which is usually perceived as slow from a user perspective, there are other 
options which focus on the progress rather than the clock. Skeleton screens is one approach, 
where the skeleton of the page is what the user first sees, thereafter the webpage is gradually 
loaded with content. This is an efficient method of displaying progress feedback.  

Site performance has become a challenge when it concerns responsive web design, mostly 
because a responsive web design use the same base code for all devices. According to a 
performance test made by Guy Podjarny, 86 percent of 347 responsive sites had little to no 
performance saving when loading in the small window like a smartphone screen, compared to 
a large window like a desktop screen. As a result, the smallest windows loaded very slowly 
(Kim 2013). However, Peterson (2014) argues that responsive sites are not generally slow by 
themselves. She believes instead that responsive sites are slow because they were were not 
developed with performance as a goal. Site performance can be achieved on responsive sites 
as well, using different site optimization techniques described above (Peterson 2014). 

Mobile download times are still an issue today, even in the 4G era. Users on the go have 
usually no wifi connection, which makes site performance even more important when a 
mobile phone only has cellular connection. When the speed of a website is slow, every page 
load matters, because every page load is a risk for a dropped connection (Nielsen & Budiu 
2013). Moreover, Nielsen and Budiu (2013) argue that many required clicks on a website can 
translate to long download times, which should be avoided (Nielsen & Budiu 2013). 

In a study from 2012, Jakob Nielsen measured preference and performance on 298 websites 
which he thought had good quantitative and subjective metrics. To measure the preference, he 
asked “On a 1–7 scale, how satisfied were you with using this website (or application, 
intranet, etc.)?“ (Nielsen 2012) He put the respondents' answers in a dot chart together with 
the results where NN Group measured of the performance of the included websites. The result 
of this study was to consider both performance and satisfaction, because they are two key 
points in improving a website. Performance and satisfaction are strongly correlated, so if a 
website is easy to use, the visitors will tend to like it more. Nevertheless, performance and 
satisfaction are different when it comes to usability metrics. When designing a website, the 
designer should have both of them in mind in the design and measure process. (Nielsen 2012). 

2.3.1 JavaScript 
JavaScript is a programing language that adds interactivity and custom behaviors on 
webpages. This is a client-side scripting language, which means that the script is run by the 
user’s device and not on a server such as other languages. This language is lightweight but 
also an especially powerful scripting. 

JavaScript can have rich content and a lot of dynamic elements with complex graphics which 
can make it difficult for a website to keep up with performance. Although, not all designers 
prioritize site performance (Hogan 2013). Keeping JavaScript in general to a minimum is an 
alternative of site optimization (Niederst Robbins 2012). However, even though JavaScript 
can make a website slow, the use of JavaScript continues to rise. In a recent study, 60 percent 
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of websites accessed via a mobile device contained more than ten JavaScript requests. Each of 
these requests adds to the complexity of page rendering. This amount of JavaScript requests 
risks making the site slow (Everts 2015). 

2.3.2 CSS 
CSS is where a developer allows to make rules for the webpage or specific elements. The 
rules can be what kind of font and size a web page should have in the text, furthermore, what 
kind of background the webpages should have. (Duckett 2014).  

By just adding inefficient selectors in the CSS file, the website increased by 5.5 percent load 
time. With more efficient selections in the CSS file, the website will be easier to customize 
and redesign in the future because the code will be easier to read and understand in the 
stylesheet. Editable code often goes hand-in-hand with a good site performance. In one case 
Hogan (2013) investigated, Hogan saved 39 percent of the CSS file just by cleaning up in the 
stylesheet (Hogan 2013). Minimizing CSS documents by deleting line returns and extra 
character spaces is one alternative of optimizing performance (Niederst Robbins 2012). 

2.4 Navigation 
Navigation is an essential part of a webpage, for shaping and making the user experience as 
satisfactory as possible. It is always important to enhance and upgrade the information for a 
better understanding for the users. Texts and images should be found in the right place, so that 
users can easily find information. Furthermore, the webpage should guide users to where the 
designers want them to go. A webpage should also have a clear structure for showing the 
users' location and where the user can go from that particular page. Web navigation should 
provide access to the information and reflect the brand (Kalbach 2007). 

The menu is a central part of mobile navigation (Kalbach 2007). Menus can be either hidden, 
visible or combined. Hidden menus are most common on mobile designs, especially 
hamburger menus, which is an icon consisting of three lines symbolizing the menu. A hidden 
menu requires an active user action, where the user must click on the icon to fully display the 
menu. Visible menus are often links across the top of a page, most common on desktop 
designs. No prior action is needed, the user simply has to glance at the menu (Kalback 2007). 
According to a study (Pernice & Budiu 2016), hidden menus are less discoverable than visible 
menus, furthermore, if the menu is hidden, users are less likely to use navigation. Task times 
become longer and perceived task difficulty is also increased regarding hidden menus such as 
hamburger menus. To conclude, Pernice and Budiu argue that hidden menus provide a worse 
user experience on both mobile and desktop. Additionally, hidden menus can be seen as 
ineffective because of low salience, low information scent and extra work required by users 
(Pernice & Budiu 2016). 

According to a study made by Pernice and Budiu (2016) which concerned mobile navigation, 
participants used mobile navigation a lot more compared to the desktop. However, the 
researchers interpreted the result as the participants using the navigation less on the desktop. 
All included websites in the study were responsive and most of the sites were designed with a 
mobile-first approach. Pernice and Budiu argue that by using a mobile-first design, desktop 
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navigation suffers. By porting a navigation designed for mobile to a desktop, the desktop user 
experience gets hurt. 

Nielsen and Loranger (2006) argue that scrolling is not good from a usability perspective, it 
can hurt a website more than it should. The designer and users have different perspectives and 
to make a solution is difficult. The designer thinks that the user will scroll down to see more 
information, and the user does not know what is waiting for them further down. However, 
they know how to scroll (Nielsen & Loranger 2006). Scrolling is also problematic concerning 
smartphones. Because of smartphones' small screen sizes compared to desktops, users must 
move around the page more. Users must scroll in order to refer to other parts of content which 
they cannot see, compared to a desktop where users are able to simply glance at the text. On 
one hand, scrolling takes time which degrades the users' memory. On the other hand, scrolling 
diverts the attention from the issue of finding the part of the page users are looking for 
(Nielsen 2011). Although the technology has changed a lot since what Nielsen and Loranger 
wrote in 2006 and 2011, scrolling issues on the mobile are still relevant today. 

2.5 Accessibility 
Accessibility is closely related to usability in terms of concepts. Accessibility implies the 
importance of a website being accessible to all kinds of people, to make sure people with 
certain disabilities will not be disadvantages (Chowdury and Chowdury 2011). “The power of 
the Web is in its universality. Access by everyone regardless of disability is an essential 
aspect“ said Sir Tim Berners-Lee, W3C Director and inventor of the World Wide Web 
(W3.org 1997). Therefore, web designers should build webpages and develop as few barriers 
to get information as possible. To conclude, web designers should design for accessibility. 
These kinds of disabilities could be the inability of hearing or seeing, or having difficulties of 
reading or comprehending texts. A disabled person can use different kinds of techniques for 
scanning sites depending on the disability, such as screen readers, magnifiers and foot pedals 
(Niederst Robbins 2012). WCAG 2.0 also known as Web Content Accessibility Guidelines, is 
a worldwide guideline how to make the webpage accessible for users with needs (Eggert 
2016).  

In Sweden, there are somewhere around 1.3 to 1.8 million persons with a disability. There is 
no specific data of this because of the integrity law. The difference between this number is 
partly because of the laws in Sweden, but also because of who is included in the numbers, 
how small or large disability the person has. However, 9,5 percent of the population in 
Sweden use some kind of aid. People often refer to a disability as something that shows, for 
instance a person who sits in a wheel chair. But there are more people who have disabilities 
that is not visible, such as persons who have dyslexia (4-5 percent of the population), persons 
with low aptitude to understand (6-7 percent of the population) and 1.3 million persons in 
Sweden who have hearing problems (Funka.nu n.d.). 

“Accessibility isn’t a niche issue; it’s an everyone issue.“ (Ratliff 2016). Accessibility is not 
just for persons with a disability, it impacts everybody. Ratliff (2016) argues that the 
guidelines of WCAG 2.0 have greatly helped everyone. Ratliff is an dyslexic and has 
sometimes trouble reading websites if the text and background have a low contrast between 
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them. She argues that when a website is developed, designers do not often think of these 
things: that ten percent of the population is left-handed, that mobile websites today are 
designed for right-handed persons and that mobile websites have magnified detailed view 
which can lead to a hover trap on the website that makes the content disappear. There are 
many things to consider when designing a mobile website, such as background, text, the space 
and fonts. Everyone makes mistakes, but at least we learn from them according to Ratliff. She 
urges designers to research about WCAG 2.0 and thereafter make the website even better.  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3. Methodology  
In our thesis, we chose to apply a qualitative research approach to be able to answer our 
research question. This research approach is best fitted for our thesis, since a qualitative 
approach focuses on a collection of data such as qualitative interviews or interpreted analyzes 
(Patel & Davidsson 2011). We would rather work with spoken and written words than 
numbers in our research, which a qualitative study is most commonly associated with 
(Bryman & Bell 2011). A qualitative study produces rich and deep data, which we thought 
was the most appropriate method of answering our research question. If we would have 
chosen a quantitative study, we probably would have uncovered the question of what, but not 
why. We are also more interested in the meaning of different contexts in real life. Therefore, 
we deem a qualitative study as the most fitting approach in this thesis. Lastly, we want to 
acknowledge that we could have chosen a quantitative study with a customer perspective 
when investigating this matter. But since we are interested in both what and why, an 
enterprise perspective was needed in the research since the customer perspective could only 
answer what the current challenges are and not why. 

Qualitative researchers prefer treating theory as something that emerges from the data 
collection, rather than the other way around as in quantitative studies. In a qualitative study, 
one tries to appreciate inherent patterns instead of imposing preconceived ideas on the data 
(Bryman & Bell 2011). This mentality fitted us well, since we did not want to impose ideas on 
ourselves before the data collection. Theory was both studied and composed in the thesis 
before the data collection of course, but we did want to obtain a clear-headed mind without 
too much bias. For instance, we identified the four main areas within mobile usability before 
the data collection, by researching scientific articles with general keywords regarding mobile 
usability. Thereafter, theory were both added and edited after the data collections within the 
four main areas. Additionally, a qualitative study is commonly more inclined to provide a 
larger level of descriptive detail compared to a quantitative study. One reason for providing 
descriptive details in to be able to emphasize the contextual understanding, meaning values 
must be understood in context (Bryman & Bell 2011). We argue we would not be able to 
honestly answer our research question, if we could not find ourselves in that particular context 
in the data collection stage. It would also be more difficult to understand the value of the data, 
if we would have been in another context.  

Many qualitative researches dislikes the idea of impose a predetermined format of the social 
world. Therefore, a qualitative strategy tries to not delimit areas of enquiry. One advantage to 
this approach is that it offers flexibility. The research can change directions of the course of 
the investigation rather easily compared to a quantitative study (Bryman & Bell 2011). The 
opportunity of having an invariably unstructured research fitted us well, since we did not have 
a well structured research question in the beginning of our research. Additionally, our research 
path is related to Grounded Theory. Grounded Theory is a method which is dissimilar to other 
qualitative research methods, where Grounded Theory originates from empirical findings and 
thereafter formulates a local theory. Unlike other methods which starts with an anchoring in 
current theories and research, Grounded Theory starts unconditionally with the empirical 
process. A research question is loosely formulated and is expected to be altered during the 
research process (Patel & Davidsson 2011). We began our research by determining a general 
subject and reviewing literature within this field. All through, we have had an iterative work 
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process. The theoretical background has been slightly adjusted a few times to fit the new 
research question and we have complemented with new data during our work process. 

We have also obtained an inductive work process. With an inductive stance, “theory is the 
outcome of research“. An inductive work process links collected data and theory, most often 
associated with a qualitative research approach (Bryman & Bell 2011). There are risks with an 
inductive process, such as not knowing the scope of the theory and generalization, since the 
theory usually is based empirical findings which is typical for a specific surrounding, group of 
people or time. However, an inductive approach does not mean we have worked 
unconditionally (Patel & Davidsson 2011). The inductive work process fitted our work 
process, and we did not find it difficult to adjust the scope of the thesis. 

3.1 Research design 
A case study can be defined as “a strategy for doing research which involves an empirical 
investigation of a particular contemporary phenomenon within its real life context using 
multiple sources of evidence“ (Yin 2009). The central characteristics of a case study is the 
focus on a particular case, studied on its own. The case should be a situation, an organization, 
individual or a group (Yin 2009). The study aims to produce a deep understanding and new 
learnings about real-world behaviors and its meanings. It assumes that by examining context 
related to the case are essential for understanding the case (Yin 2012). Bryman and Bell 
(2011) describe a case study as popular and widely used in business researches, some of the 
best-known researches are made with a case study in the field of business and management 
area. Additionally, they argue that a case study is most commonly associated with a 
geographical location, for instance a workplace or organization.  

We decided to perform a case study, because we thought it was the most appropriate approach 
for our thesis, especially concerning the data collection. There are two perspectives of our 
problem statement. We wanted to find out what kind of current issues companies in the 
industry face, and therefore we made a limit of not researching what kind of problems users 
experience. By performing a case study, we could receive new insights from the chosen 
company and greater understanding about our problem statement. We chosen an enterprise 
perspective for this research and therefore we believe a case study would help us provide 
more in-depth information from an enterprise point-of-view, where they had real life 
experience with our chosen subject. Additionally, with the theoretical concepts, we were able 
to conclude the analysis within real life and previous research which makes it multiple 
sources of evidence. Patel and Davidson (2011) argue that a case study starts from a holistic 
perspective to gather as comprehensive information as possible. The choice of real-life 
context we choose to base our case study on makes our results one of many cases. Therefore, 
the possibility to argue and make a conclusion valid exist. We chose to include one company 
in our case study, since we believed the outcome of the study could be generalized in the 
chosen industry. Additionally, we believe the result would be indifferent if another company 
was included in the case study.  
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3.2 Data collection method 
In order to answer the research question and to build the theoretical chapter, relevant scientific 
articles and literature have been reviewed. The articles have partly been gathered from Google 
Scholar, which is an Internet search tool where scientific articles are available. University of 
Borås's database called Summon have also been used to gather scientific articles and other 
scientific articles. Additionally, the library of University of Borås has been a great help in 
finding relevant literature for the theoretical chapter. The most common keywords for finding 
these online scientific articles have been: mobile usability, mobile user experience, site 
performance etcetera.  

Bryman and Bell (2011) recommend using published literature in books and journals for at 
least the basis of the theory. However, academic articles take some time to get published and 
other kinds of sources can instead be used, such newspaper archives. They do stress the fact 
that for an academic dissertation, these kinds of sources should only be seen as secondary 
(Bryman & Bell 2011). Since our chosen subject is fairly new, other approaches have also 
been used to find relevant sources. But one needs to be careful when using Internet search 
engines such as Google. Google only finds sites, but it does not evaluate them. Therefore, 
some questions are worth considering when evaluating a website and the information 
according to Bryman and Bell (2011), such as: “Who is the author of the site and what is his 
or her motive for publishing?“ (Bryman & Bell 2011). One website which has been reviewed 
and evaluated is called A List Apart, which is a type of forum where various authors within 
the IT community publish articles. The authors who have written the included articles in this 
thesis have all been well-established authors with several published books each. This website 
has also been included in a few published books used in this thesis. Some other articles have 
been used from Nielsen Norman Group, which is a user experience research company. 
Authors such as Jacob Nielsen is active in this research institute, who is a large influence in 
the area. On NN group's website, they write “Since 1998 Nielsen Norman Group has been a 
leading voice in the user experience field“ (NN Group n.d.).  

3.2.1 Interviews  
We chose to perform interviews in our case study, since we assessed it would be the most 
effective approach of collecting data. An experiment or an observation would not be an 
efficient method, in regards to the kind of data we needed to gather in order to answer the 
research question. We decided a semi-structured interview was the most appropriate approach. 
This approach is preferred if the researcher begins the investigation with a fairly clear focus, 
to be able to address more specific issues. We had a pretty clear idea how the data would be 
analyzed, therefore a semi-structured interview were better fitting than an unstructured 
interview (Bryman & Bell 2011). In a semi-structured interview, the interviewee asks both 
general and more specific questions. Additionally, questions in a semi-structured interview are 
mostly open-ended. Under a semi-structured interview, follow up questions can be asked, as 
well as other questions if something interesting gets brought up (Bryman & Bell 2011). By 
reading theory and different studies, we found inspiration for our own questions, which later 
on created an interview guide we used in all interviews. The questions were both wide and 
flexible in the interview guide, as is recommended in a semi-structured interview. Some of 
our questions were not included in the interview guide, these questions were about subjects 
that were picked up during the interview. The interview guide were structured within different 
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areas, in accordance with how the theoretical chapter in this thesis is structured. The interview 
guide is attached in the appendix.  

We have performed face-to-face interviews that we recorded, which means that we were at the 
office of Telia Company in Gothenburg and interviewed four employees. The interviews were 
partly held the 28th, where two interviews were performed. The third interview was 
performed 30th of November and the last one was performed the 1st of December. The 
interviews varied between 45 to 80 minutes. The time on each topic differed, depending on 
the person's position in the company and how much he knew about the various topics. Our 
intention was to perform the interviews with a perspective of mobile usability, and afterwards 
analyze the data, to realize whether it was enough to complete the empirical findings or not. 
During the interviews, we asked the employees whether they could share statistics regarding 
mobile usability and the website itself. Unfortunately, they were not able to share such 
information with us since it was considered to be sensitive data. After the data analysis, it was 
decided we needed to complement our data. In this case, we performed additional interviews 
in the form of emails. We determined this was the appropriate approach, because we only 
needed to ask a few questions to each employee, and this would therefore be the quickest 
method of collecting the new data. Additionally, the interviews were already transcribed due 
to the employees writing the answers themselves. 

For our interviews, we chose four key participants who we believed could offer great insights 
and value to our thesis. Two of our participants work at the IT department. Aaron Wong is a 
solution developer and Christoffer Wallenberg is a front-end developer. The third person we 
interviewed was David Åblad, a UX designer, who works in both the IT and business 
department. Lastly, we interviewed Joakim Carlsson who is a product owner (see table 1). By 
interviewing employees of both the IT and business department, we hoped to collect various 
perspectives of our subject, to be able to answer our research question. Wong, Wallenberg and 
Åblad work in the same team (team 1), while Carlsson work in another team (team 2). Our 
wish was to interview employees within the same team. Unfortunately, the product owner of 
team 1 was not available for an interview at all. Therefore we chose to interview the product 
owner in team 2 instead, to be able to execute our original plan with interviewing different 
roles at the company. 

Table 1. Shows a clear view of the employees and their position on Telia Company. 

Employee Position Department Team

Aaron Wong Solution Developer IT 1

Christoffer Wallenberg Front-End developer IT 1

David Åblad UX Designer IT and Business 1

Joakim Carlsson Product Owner Business 2
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3.3 Case description 
We chose Telia for our case study. Telia is a part of Telia Company, which operates in the 
Nordic countries, as well as the rest of Europe and some parts of Eurasia. Telia operates in 
Sweden and is a large enterprise in the telecom industry. It is most commonly viewed as one 
of the largest telecom companies in Sweden. Telia offers services within mobile 
communications, fixed telephony, data communications and broadband to both consumers and 
businesses. Telia is also the largest provider of IPTV in Sweden, furthermore, they also offer 
fiber optic internet and 4G mobile connection. Additionally, Telia is one of Sweden's largest 
investors concerning the country's infrastructure, since they believe Sweden should be a world 
leader when it comes to digital opportunities. Telia has 11 000 employees and has its head 
quarters in Solna. There are 18-20 teams who works with the online site, and they all work 
according to Scrum. Additionally, every team has its own responsibility to deliver, and they 
are able to choose what kind of tools they require in their daily work and so forth. 

Interviewing a large Swedish company for our case study was essential to us and the industry 
was fairly important as well. We chose to interview a telecom company, since their products 
and issues regarding mobile usability is different compared to other industries, such as the 
clothing industry. We believed we would gather more interesting data in another industry, and 
therefore we chose the telecom industry. Telia was chosen since it is the largest telecom 
provider in Sweden and would therefore hopefully provide us with great insights in the area. 
Another requirements we had was that the chosen company had a large in-house IT 
department. Without this requirement, we would be unable to execute our thesis.  

Below are print screens of the company's website and an example of a product page, since 
product information concerns the research question (see figure 2 and 3). The desktop and 
mobile version of the website are included in the examples, to illustrate what kind of 
challenges might arise regarding the usability of the mobile web. These images are relevant 
for the general comprehension of the subject and the context, therefore we chose to include 
them. Hopefully, it will also be easier to gain an understanding of the products Telia offers, 
which are seen as complex products by the interviewed participants. This matter will be 
discussed in chapter 4 and chapter 5. 
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Figure 2. Shows a product page on the mobile web. The images illustrate how the customer needs to scroll down 
the page to access all information concerning that particular product. The order of viewing the images is from the 

top left to the bottom right. (Telia n.d.) 

Figure 3. Shows a product page on the desktop. The images illustrate how the customer needs to scroll down the 
page to access all information concerning that particular product. The order of viewing the images is from the 

top left to the bottom right. (Telia n.d.) 
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3.4 Data collection analysis 
Performing a qualitative study with interviews generally generates a huge amount of data. To 
be able to cope with the amount of data gathered during the interviews, field notes were taken 
and two mobile phones did simultaneously record the interviews, with the interviewees' 
consent. This action was taken to ensure a qualitative and reliable data collection. After the 
interviews were completed, they were soon after transcribed according to Bryman and Bell's 
recommendations (2011). There are several reasons for transcribing interviews, such as a 
more thorough examination of what the participants told and helps the natural limitations of 
our memories (Bryman & Bell 2011). Even though transcribing is seen as a time-consuming 
process, it was an obvious choice for us, in order to ensure qualitative of the upcoming data 
analysis.  

Moreover, when the transcriptions were finalized, we started the process of coding. Coding is, 
according to Bryman and Bell (2011) a process in grounded theory where researchers review 
transcript and field notes and thereafter giving labels to different parts that could potentially 
be of importance to the research. Furthermore, coding is usually seen as an important step in 
generating a theory (Bryman & Bell 2011). We chose to construct our theoretical background 
and the interview guide within the same main aspects. By using coding as an approach of 
processing our data collection, we could identify various key concepts. However, since we 
already had identified our main areas of the theory, we have not actively identified core 
categories within the concepts from the coding process. Instead, our main areas have acted as 
our core categories. Our identified key concepts have thereafter been selected into appropriate 
core categories. As a final step, our data was analyzed by comparing empirical findings 
against theoretical findings, to bring order and structure into the analysis.  

3.5 Evaluation method 
To be able to be critical and judge our qualitative thesis, we have used Yin’s (2009) 
recommendations and criteria. Yin (2009) recommends four different tests to identify several 
tactics, to be able to deal with this case study. These four tests are: construct validity, internal 
validity, external validity and reliability. In this thesis, the tactics occur in different stages, 
some occur during data collection, data analysis or composition of the thesis (Yin 2009).  

3.5.1 Construct validity  
Within construct validity, we have used three case study tactics. These are: multiple sources of 
evidence, establish chain of evidence and have a key informants review draft case study 
report. In this thesis, we used the first and second tactic occur in our data collection phase and 
the third tactic occur in the composition phase. To increase our construct validity and make it 
to a high-quality case study, we sent the thesis to the persons we interviewed so they could 
approve what we wrote before deadline (Yin 2009). 

3.5.2 Internal validity  
To ensure internal validity, we have used Yin's recommendations (2009) regarding tactics, 
these are: pattern matching, explanation building, address rival explanations and the use of 
logic models. These four tactics have all been used in the data analysis phase of our thesis. In 
our thesis, we have chosen to have pattern matching as a tactic to make our internal validity a 
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high-quality case study. In this tactic, we have used pattern matching to compare the 
theoretical and empirical findings, to make this thesis reliable in order to have a high-quality 
internal validity (Yin 2009).  

3.5.3. External validity 
External validity shows how the results of the research can be generalized to larger 
populations. This validity have two different tactics, use theory in single-case studies and use 
replication logic in multiple-case studies, this two occurs in the research design phase. Its 
purpose is also to display how the research can be applied in different situations and 
surroundings. This is decided by the representativeness and size within the selections of 
where the results can be gathered (Yin 2009). 

3.5.4 Reliability 
Reliability is closely related to validity in qualitative research. There are different methods by 
controlling the reliability, and we've applied a few of them in our thesis. Reliability have two 
different tactics in the phase of data collection, these are use case study protocol and develop 
case study database. By using standardized interviews, great reliability can often be achieved. 
Additionally, by including two persons at the interview occasions, one who interviews the 
person and another who registers the answers in parallel, a measure called inter-rater 
reliability can be achieved. Lastly, it is possible to store the “reality“ by recording interviews. 
With recorded interviews, it is possible to relisten many times to ensure we have perceived all 
answers in a correct way (Patel & Davidsson 2011; Yin 2009).  

3.6 Ethical considerations  
There are four principles to consider regarding ethical considerations according to Bryman 
and Bell (2011). The first principle introduces the issue of harm to participants. This is a wide 
concept, which can implicate everything from physical harm to stress and harm of 
participants' self esteem. In qualitative studies, confidentiality and anonymity are common 
issues (Bryman & Bell 2011). The participants in our interviews were offered anonymity, 
however, they wanted to participate with their names in this thesis. Lack of informed consent 
is the second principle. This principle concerns that potential participants in a study should be 
informed regarding the research, to be able to make a decision whether they want to 
participate or not. Furthermore, participants should be told in the beginning of the interview if 
observation techniques or recording devices are to be used according to Bryman and Bell 
(2011) We contacted our participants via email, where we told about our research and that 
they could decline if needed, especially because of the period of time the interviews would 
occur, right before Christmas. Everybody agreed to participate. Furthermore, they were also 
asked whether it was okay or not if we recorded our interviews.  

The third principle relates to the invasion of privacy. This principle is closely related to the 
second principle of lack of informed consent. However, the third principle also includes 
situations participants in a study might uncomfortable, such as asking sensitive questions or 
the dealing of certain kinds of data like photographs (Bryman & Bell 2011). When we 
constructed our interview guide, we carefully avoided questions which could lead to the 
participants having to share private or sensitive information. Furthermore, we did not ask to 
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photograph our participants. The fourth principle is deception, which can occur if researchers 
are untruthful about their research, such as representing the research as something it is not 
(Bryman & Bell 2011). We have avoided this situation by being truthful about our research to 
our participants. Even though our research focus slightly changed after the interviews because 
of the answers we received, we have still obtained the corresponding research area.  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4. Empirical findings  

4.1 Mobile Usability  
Telia as a company has a continuous usability focus and tries to deliver a good user 
experience on both the desktop and the mobile phone. The teams generally use a mobile-first 
approach when they develop and design new solutions and functionalities. According to 
Åblad, they constantly aim for iterative improvements. He adds that Telia has a similar 
improvement process for both desktop and mobile usability. Thus, there are no separate 
strategies for different devices or screen sizes when concerns usability. Since their website is 
responsive, they tend to see the site as a whole, and not separate the site for desktop and 
mobile for instance. 

Even though Telia has a “one-site“ mentality, they test on different screen sizes to ensure a 
good user experience across all kinds of devices. As of now, Telia has a “test-cube“ in house, 
where different kinds of devices are available for testing. This kind of approach is satisfactory, 
however, according to Wong there are other, more effective ways to test on various screen 
sizes. It is possible to outsource this kind of testing, where up to 50 screen sizes are tested. “It 
is a more secure option“ Wong states, saying this approach is underway on Telia. This could 
probably be a good option, since Wallenberg explains how bugs can appear on only certain 
screen sizes. 

“How our customers think is rarely the same as how an organization or we as a team thinks“ 
Åblad argues, and continues with how important usability testing is for an organization. 
Furthermore, usability includes making the difficult look easy for the customer. This is why 
user experience design has become important, according to Carlsson. He states how Telia tries 
to listen to its customers when designing and developing usability and the user experience. 
They have a process of reviewing customers' site direction, to detect if the design is clear 
enough. “The user experience is much about increasing clarity for the customer“ Carlsson 
argues. He feels like sometimes there is a tendency of being “fuzzy“, which he claims will 
affect the usability of a website, both on the desktop and mobile phone. However, Carlsson 
still regards the desktop a priority concerning usability and the user experience, since most 
sales are still done via a desktop at Telia. 

Åblad argues that they do not have specific guidelines when designing mobile usability. It is 
every team's responsibility to solve challenges, with their own and shared knowledge. Telia 
does have general guidelines when designing the user experience with three cornerstones, 
which are dare, care and simplify. The only mobile guidelines which exist are application 
specific, unfortunately, they are not of interest in this thesis. 

Carlsson believes the mobile experience is different compared to a desktop experience, and 
states that mobile content should be adjusted to this. For instance, a “popular version“ could 
be published on a mobile instead, where only the most important content is displayed. 
Thereafter, a click away, additional content should be available. He believes both cases can be 
found at Telia. Sometimes all content is displayed in the mobile as well, which makes a long 
vertical list appear and where some scrolling is required by the user. One disadvantage to this 
situation is that the structure easily disappears in the mobile screen compared to desktop 
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where it works better, according to Carlsson. However, it is possible to collapse some parts of 
the content in situations where a customer approaches a purchase and only displaying the 
most important content, such as a call to action and price. Having the rest of the content a 
click away would work in situations like this, Carlsson argues. He feels like pressing down 
content vertically gets easily illogical. Åblad also acknowledges the phenomenon of being in 
different kinds of situations when visiting the website via the mobile, and that this can affect 
how much information a customer can comprehend. But he also clarifies that a desktop user 
can be in different kinds of situations with interruptions as well. As a UX designer, Åblad tries 
to structure information in different levels, almost like a news paper, with headlines, 
preambles and body. This to ease the way customers comprehend content on the mobile site.  

4.2 Content 
Åblad and Carlsson argue that the challenge of mobile content is the small screens, which 
need to fit all information and features. This has proven to be difficult sometimes. Small 
screens have the same content strategy as for desktops. Therefore, content in the mobile is a 
tougher challenge because of information and features that preferably should be displayed at 
once. Åblads mentions that content today tends to include many rich pixels images and videos 
in the best high qualitative format. As a result, this can sometimes result in a website which is 
heavy and slow to load. Carlsson argues that the mobile phone demands that content has to 
shrink in the mobile to make the content high-quality material. Sometimes content and 
features are only nice-to-haves, which will cost too much maintenance. Texts which are 
written to be published on websites can always be cut off by 50 percent, according to 
Carlsson. Furthermore, Carlsson argues that a challenge for mobile content can be advertising 
and marketing campaigns. The layout of campaigns often work in desktop screens, but it has 
proven to sometimes be a challenge to fit the campaigns on mobile screens. Thus, there is a 
challenge to find an optimal solution for both the mobile and desktop according to Carlsson. 
Regarding mobile content, texts and headlines are often more strict, so that customers are able 
to navigate around without difficulties. Carlsson argues that content should be easy and easily 
accessible on both the mobile phone and desktop.  

The complex products (such as broadband services etcetera) which Telia offers require rich 
product content, compared to a clothing company's product content for instance. The website 
should include content which leads customers to finishing their purchase. Wong claims that 
“more trades with fewer clicks“ is currently their philosophy. At the same time, Wong also 
argues that “the fewer choices a customer has, the more trades, because the customer won’t 
have time to become unsure“. This is also a balance which needs to be considered in the 
content. It can be difficult to achieve a balance between the complex products, the few clicks 
and the few choices, in order to encourage customers to finish their purchase. Åblad argues 
there are difficulties in designing mobile content for the complex products Telia offers. For 
instance, both images and information, the changing of the color of the phone when the 
customer changes it and the buy button should preferably appear on the same page. However, 
this is “mission impossible“ according to Åblad. Carlsson’s own thoughts is that customers 
first search and compare products in the mobile and thereafter order the product in their 
desktop.  
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Furthermore, Telia does try to not be to “technocratic“ in their content, especially not when 
targeted towards their customers to ease comprehension. It is important to find a balance, 
since some customers do not care about facts at all while others believe product details are 
important in a purchase. Once again, Carlsson argues that a click away could be a solution for 
product details, to create a balanced content without compromising usability. Åblad also 
acknowledges Telia's complex offers and content, and he describes it as many component to 
the whole offer itself. Customers need to choose a mobile phone, which needs its product 
information. Thereafter, customers need to choose a subscription where different kinds of 
value added features and customers need to consider different payment alternatives. Lastly, 
customers can also buy accessories and services to their mobile phone. There are many steps 
included in the purchase process, which makes it tricky to adjust content. But Åblad states 
that the idea is to dispense content and instead let customers choose how much information is 
needed to end their purchase. Lastly, Åblad argues the challenge with content is to make it 
work for all the different screen sizes. Not only text, images and navigation, it includes 
everything on the website. The different screen sizes are everything between a small mobile 
screen and a large television screen. These different screen sizes have different resolutions 
which need to be considered. 

4.3 Site Performance 
All participants agree that site performance is a challenge, whether it concerns desktop or 
mobile. Even though Telia has achieved to improve site performance before, it has become 
even more relevant today. According to Wallenberg, stakeholders start to see the value in site 
performance. This could be one reason for the improved site performance work. Telia 
nowadays aims for continuous site performance improvements.  

Telia as a company offers services and products which are more complex compared to other 
industries such as clothing. They must offer rich, qualitative product content to their 
customers. However, even though this looks good on the site, it also has consequences. Åblad 
argues that qualitative product content tends to make a site heavy. Content such as 3D models 
which a customer can spin around, as well as crisp images and videos without any pixels. 3D 
models can be nicely done with code and the right developer, but Åblad argues it takes too 
long time. He continues, stating that the current web design trend, simply what sells, are 
mostly content which costs too much performance. Some kind of compromise needs to be 
taken according to him. Wallenberg agrees, saying it is necessary to weigh features and nice 
design against site performance. Additionally, asides from having rich content published on 
the site, there are also many products included. Both of these aspects can impact a desktop's 
CPU, which can imply an effect of the experienced site performance. 

According to both Wallenberg and Carlsson, there are negative consequences of bad site 
performance. Site performance decides whether a customer stays on Telia's site or visit 
another competitor's site. This is of course crucial for Telia, who does not want to lose 
customers to other competitors. Carlsson agrees with Wallenberg, stating that “bad site 
performance leads to Telia losing customers”. Bad site performance does not necessarily 
mean unsatisfactory front-end performance, it can also concern back-end systems which have 
too long response times. This kind of performance issues can affect the buying process, which 
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relies on a few back-end systems. “Bad site performance results in fewer trades“, Carlsson 
mentions. Wallenberg states that Telia has not a predetermined time limit for site performance, 
for instance how slow a webpage is allowed to be. Furthermore, the teams do not distinguish 
between mobile and desktop website in terms of time limits.  

Åblad argues that customer satisfaction and site performance are closely correlated. One of 
the most obvious reasons is because customers lose their patience and gets tired of waiting. 
He states that many times, a page does not even properly load before the patience has run out. 
Additionally, long waiting times can inspire uncertainty. Feelings such as “did I really push 
this button? Nothing happens“ can arise from loading times. Sometimes, situations can 
emerge where the customer are unsure about the current status and therefore click several 
times. This can lead to the system getting into a faulty state and answering with an error 
message. The consequence of this situation can be the customer leaving the page or the entire 
page because of the uncertainty. Furthermore, Wallenberg mentions that Telia receives 
feedback from customers that some product pages are not fast enough. 

Bad site performance may be due to several reasons. There can both be front-end and back-
end issues, where CSS and JavaScript are the most common reasons for bad site performance 
in front-end contexts. According to Wallenberg, the more JavaScript features, the heavier the 
site is to load. Large CSS files can also be a issue, and Wallenberg argues that the challenge of 
how much CSS to show on a site always is a challenge. Additionally, there are many price 
calculations to be made depending on a customer's choices, this takes a lot of power from a 
JavaScript perspective. The product pages are heavy and Wallenberg mentions they have a 
few performance issues concerning this. Wong sees a few problems with the mobile 
performance, especially regarding the showing of a current offer which is quite common. In 
these situations, some functions are needed to create a better user experience by displaying 
information in a certain way for the customers. “This means we have functions to calculate 
which leads to the site becoming even slower“, Wong states, concluding it is slow both in 
front-end and back-end aspects. Wallenberg argues that from a site performance perspective, 
animations decide how the visitors see from the mobile or desktop in CSS, since it is more 
site performance effective. Furthermore, according to Wallenberg, JavaScript is mostly used 
in interactions, for instance clicking on a button, making back-end calls and displaying 
information and price on a product site.  

There are issues which are specifically challenging for the mobile phone, which the team 
considers when designing and developing. These two aspects are processing power and 
broadband service. When the team builds a solution, these two aspects need to be kept in 
mind to be optimized. Data which Telia sends back should not be too large, otherwise it will 
take too long time. Åblad also argues how they need to consider the internet speed of the 
customers. Depending on the speed, www.telia.se should perhaps send different versions. If 
the internet speed is poor, the CSS file could for instance send out a smaller pixel image and 
remove some content. If the internet coverage disappears, the website could go offline 
instead. These are questions and proposals Åblad has in mind when designing content for the 
website. Wong states there are also ways to improve the experienced performance. By adding 
different skeletons on a site, the site can display a skeleton of how the site will look like 
before adding and showing data. The perceived performance will be greater for the customer 
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and the site will appear faster. This is something Telia is currently working on, according to 
Wong. Furthermore, Åblad mentions another potential improvement. He argues it should be 
more effective to stop videos from loading as soon as a customer enters a particular page, and 
instead allow the videos to load when the customer clicks on play. This would be a more 
effective approach to site performance according to Åblad. 

4.4 Navigation 
According to Åblad, mobile navigation can sometimes be a challenge. There is often a deep 
structure with many levels and it can be difficult to design in the mobile, in order for 
customers to be able to easily navigate on the website. The designer should consider placing 
breadcrumbs on the website, this way customers can know where they are and where they 
want to go next. It should not be a complex direction, instead helping customers with 
breadcrumbs to find their way in the navigation on the website. However, according to 
Carlsson, “navigation and idiom start to become like interior design”. By this statement, 
Carlsson argues that navigation can be designed in so many different ways these days 
depending on the person who designs the navigation on the website. There are different 
options of how navigation can be designed in the mobile, moreover, there are many opinions 
on how the navigation should be in terms of layout. The various of menus which exist have 
different styles, shapes and how they work. Depending on the screen size, one menu is better 
on some devices compared to others. Different designers also have dissimilar opinions on the 
various menus in the mobile website. The menu is a central part of the navigation according 
to Wallenberg, which makes questions like these important.  

Mobile scrolling is no hinder on the website if the content is convenient, customers will know 
that they have to scroll to see more according to Carlsson. Wallenberg argues that to manage 
scrolling in the mobile, there should be shortcuts. This way, customers can easily click to be 
brought back to the top of the website. There is a continuous work with lessening how 
customer navigate and make their choices on the website. Wong claims that if customers will 
finish their purchase, there should be fewer choices to make the purchase. If a customer has 
troubles with navigating on the website, there is a high risk that customer could leave and 
goes to another competitor instead.  

Åblad argues that it is difficult for Telia to know if customers find what they want on the 
website. Telia can see how the customer clicks around thanks to Google Analytics, but if they 
find what they want is more of a challenge. By Google Analytics, Telia only receives data 
such as where the customers were before, which pages they click on the website etcetera. 
Therefore, Telia is often testing how customers navigate on their website with usability testing 
such as AB tests. By performing these tests, teams are able to see how the customer navigates 
and if they find what they are looking for. These tests are a great help when designing the 
navigation. 

4.5 Accessibility 
Over the past few years, there has not been any legal requirements that a website has to be 
accessible. However, this is now a legal requirement. It is fairly new in Sweden and Telia 
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currently focuses a lot on these requirements and it is included in the daily work according to 
Wong and Åblad. This new legal requirement has been a huge phase, since the government of 
Sweden decided that having an inaccessible website is discrimination. Because of these new 
arrangements, Telia does not yet have a life cycle for testing accessibility on the website, 
although they will implement it soon according to Wong. Thus, accessibility can be a 
challenge to work with for the teams as of now, because none of them have any disabilities 
according to Wong, Åblad and Carlsson. However, the employees who test the accessibility of 
the website have tools to help them. Carlsson mentions that Telia has a goal to receive an AA 
grade in the WCAG 2.0 guideline, which is the second highest level on the grade scale.  
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5. Analysis and Discussion  

5.1 Mobile Usability 
Our study revealed that Telia does not have separate strategies for different devices, as a 
result, desktop and mobile strategies are the same. This is a different approach compared to 
some studies (Budiu 2015a), which recommends the design of a separate mobile user 
experience. According to them, interruptions in situations regarding the use of the mobile are 
common and content should be adjusted. Furthermore, mobile sessions are commonly half the 
time compared to desktop sessions. Carlsson agrees with this statement, and thinks mobile 
content should be adjusted compared to desktop content. In those cases where content is 
adjusted to the mobile screen, further information is only “a click away“ according to 
Carlsson. In this situation, Telia and Budiu agree. Having detailed information “ a click away“ 
and only displaying the most important content to able customers to purchase via their mobile 
phone seems like a clever solution to the issue of fitting content on the mobile screen. This 
way, content is not necessarily removed for the mobile phone. Instead, content is adjusted and 
all information can be found somewhere. However, in this solution, it is essential to ensure 
clarity regarding the “a click away“ information. 

However, it seems difficult to remove content regarding products, since it is essential to 
provide the correct kind of information, whether the customers use a desktop or a mobile 
phone. Budiu's (2015) recommendations can probably be applied in some situations but 
regarding product information, it is not as easy. Instead of thinking of the site as several ones 
depending on screen size, Telia has adapted a one-site mentality. And in Telia's case, it is 
probably the most appropriate approach. Furthermore, designing for interruptions could be 
argued counterproductive in Telia's case, at least concerning the product pages. When a 
customer has decided to purchase a new mobile phone and wants to purchase this phone via 
their current mobile phone, the customer will probably be somewhere without interruptions. 
Therefore, it seems unnecessary to design this particular user experience like a customer will 
encounter several interruptions. Additionally, it may seem silly to purchase a mobile phone 
via another mobile phone, but according to Wong, Telia sees an increase in the purchases 
accomplished via a mobile phone. 

There are many kinds of guidelines for mobile experiences. However, Telia does not have 
specific usability guidelines when designing the mobile experience. Instead, Åblad reveals 
they have general cornerstones when designing the user experience, as well as their own and 
shared knowledge when solving challenges. This might work in some teams where the 
competence is high, but what about the consistency of mobile usability? When Telia's teams 
have their own responsibility of creating usability, a potential risk is uneven quality of the 
mobile usability. Some teams might focus on this matter, while other teams might have other 
targets. Common guidelines might help to create consistent mobile usability. At the same 
time, none of the participants have voiced any issues over this particular matter and have 
instead explained other challenging situations. 

The fewer choices Telia's customers have result in more purchases, according to Wong. 
However, Rabhan (2013) believes that one common mistake is assuming few steps are better, 
such as assuming one step checkouts improve conversion rates. This goes against what Telia 
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believes, since Wong also states that few clicks result in more trades. Whether Wong or 
Rabhan is correct is difficult to determine. Telia has probably a reason for reasoning like this, 
such as testing different solutions and drawing a conclusion few clicks is the better options. 
Furthermore, Beri and Singh (2013) mention that “the success of a website rides on the 
usability and conversion rate of the website. The higher the usability and conversion rate of 
the website, the better the website is functioning“, where Wong, Carlsson and Åblad agree. 
Usability is essential on a company's website, and whether the visitors deem it usable or not 
not can affect whether they order a product or leave the website. 

5.2 Content 
Our study revealed that Telia believes it is a difficult challenge to fit content on a small 
screen. One important aspect in this case is that Telia offers complex products such as mobile 
subscriptions and broadband services. Other industries which offer less complicated products, 
such as clothes, require less content and certainly less complex content compared to Telia. 
Many components are included in Telia's purchase process according to Åblad, where the 
customer has to choose between different kinds of offers, which in turn requires price 
calculations of different sorts. In a clothing company's purchase process, a customer most 
commonly chooses color and size of the garment, before clicking on the buy button. The 
process itself is therefore not as complex compared to Telia's purchase process and content. 
Nielsen (2013) argues as few features as possible should be included on the mobile website to 
achieve usability. (Nielsen 2013) But it is difficult for Telia to remove certain features 
included in the purchase process because of the many required components. Therefore, the 
challenge Telia faces with small screens could be more challenging compared to other 
companies with less complex products. 

Apart from having complex content, Telia also offers qualitative content such as high 
qualitative product images and videos. Schade (2014) argues for large product images, 
claiming a good image is worth one thousand dollars (Schade 2014). However, the 
combination of complex and qualitative content risks harming site performance today, 
according to our participants. This specific issue is not featured in any kind of study though. 
One could argue this is a new challenge which will be more common in the future, but 
another could argue this is a specific challenge only Telia faces. There are different 
alternatives to optimize site performance and Telia certainly seem to work towards improving 
this. It is a fine balance though, between content and performance. As of now, it seems like 
Telia has yet to find that balance. 

Furthermore, Telia most often feature the same content on the mobile and desktop website, 
since they have a one-site mentality. However, content on the mobile should be different 
according to Nielsen (2013). Mobile texts should be scannable and images should be designed 
for the smartphone (Nielsen 2013). On one hand, Carlsson argues that content, both texts and 
images, should shrink in when the website is accessed via a mobile phone. On the other hand, 
Åblad strives for similar content on all screen sizes. This points to different mentalities within 
the organizations regarding content, which could perhaps be explained by the team's own 
responsibilities.  
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Additionally, it is more difficult to comprehend content on smaller screens according to a 
study (R.I Singh 2011). Furthermore, Nielsen and Budiu (2013) claims that reading on 
smaller screens require the users to rely on their short term memory, in order to understand 
the information. Lastly, Meyer (2016) states that complex content still cause difficulties for 
mobile users. Carlsson agrees with this matter, and admits that Telia has complex products 
which makes it essential to avoid being “technocratic“, to ease comprehension. Therefore, it 
seems like Telia is aware of these issues and works toward making it is as easy as possible to 
order product. In this matter, Telia, Singh (2011) and Nielsen and Budiu (2013) argue for the 
same matter, but have perhaps different opinions on how to achieve comprehension. Nielsen 
and Budiu (2013) would probably think Telia's product pages display too many features for 
instance and would probably remove many of them for an overall better comprehension of the 
content, while Telia on the other hand cannot remove those features and have to rely on other 
alternatives to avoid having too complicated content.  

5.3 Site Performance 
This study has revealed that site performance is essential for providing a good user 
experience. Bad site performance can make customers leave the website. Several studies 
conclude that customers expect the site to load in a short amount of time, additionally, some 
customers leave the site immediately if it takes too long time to load (Niederst Robbins 2012). 
Telia experiences similar customer reactions. According to Carlsson, bad site performance 
leads to Telia losing customers and that it can result in fewer trades. These aspects naturally 
means that site performance is a priority for Telia today. Nielsen (2012) argues for a strong 
correlation between site performance and customer satisfaction. Åblad agrees with this 
statement, arguing for two main aspects which are lost patience and uncertainty. It is essential 
to acknowledge the importance of site performance, since so many studies and market 
research shows how unhappy customers are with long loading times. However, only 
acknowledging the fact that bad site performance and leaving customers are not enough. Telia 
seems to improve site performance in different ways, but as told before, Telia might be 
something of a special case. 

As stated before, Telia offers complex products which requires qualitative product content. 
This can have a negative effect on site performance and further consequences. According to 
Everts (2015), a large amount of JavaScript requests risk making a website slow. Furthermore, 
a minimized CSS document can have a positive affect on site optimization. This is something 
Wallenberg agrees with, stating CSS and JavaScript are the most common reasons for bad site 
performance. According to Wallenberg, the more JavaScript features, the heavier the site is to 
load. Telia has a lot of price calculations depending on how a customer tailor their purchase 
and these features are mostly JavaScripts. This goes against what Everts (2015) says about 
minimizing the amount of JavaScripts to achieve a fast website. On the other hand, those 
kinds of JavaScrips are necessary to include in Telia's case. This context does once again 
concern Telia's complex products and the need of displaying different kinds of functions on 
the product pages. Price calculations are needed for Telia, therefore JavaScripts are needed as 
well.  
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Additionally, it is always a challenge of balancing how much CSS the website should show 
according to Wallenberg. This can also be challenging regarding to the current web design 
trend. This trend requires crisp images without pixels, high qualitative videos and so forth, 
Åblad argues, which can impact site speed. There are possible improvements to be done 
however. Even though it might be hard to cut down the amount of JavaScript on the site due 
to reasons already described, there are other approaches to optimize speed. Wong describes 
using a skeleton screen to make the website appear faster than it is. This is something Telia is 
currently investigating and has partly implemented. Using a skeleton screen is also an 
approach Neil and Tidwell (2014) recommend, to show progress feedback. This seem like a 
neat method of improving the perceived performance. Even though the website is not faster 
per say, it seems faster in the users' eyes. If Telia needs to use certain features which can 
potentially slow down site performance, a skeleton screen can be a potential improvement. To 
conclude, it seems like different options can be used depending on each individual case. If a 
website is dependent on JavaScripts, other measures can be taken instead, as in Telia's case. 

Even though the amount of people who uses the mobile phone at home for surfing, many are 
still using the mobile phone on the go, therefore using 3G or 4G. According to Nielsen and 
Budiu (2013), site performance are even more important when a mobile phone has cellular 
connection only. This is something Telia considers when designing and developing the 
website. Åblad argues that if a mobile phone has poor internet connection, a mini version 
should be sent from the server, in order of improving the performance for that particular user. 
This can be achieved in the CSS file. Being aware of the issue of bad cellular connection is 
vital for a company, to be able to provide a mobile user experience wherever the customer 
currently is. It is always easy to talk about these things in theory, but it does seem tricky to 
achieve in reality. There are not many studies on this subject and gathered from the 
interviews, Telia does have suggestions on how to solve such issues, but if they practice those 
today are more uncertain. We can conclude that this is probably something that will have 
higher priority in the future, but as of now, designing the mobile experience to work in many 
contexts is not currently prioritized.  

5.4 Navigation  
Our study revealed that mobile navigation does perhaps not present the most challenging 
aspect within mobile usability. There are many different ways of designing mobile navigation 
and there are certain challenges which were revealed in the study. One issue, according to 
Åblad, is the deep structure mobile menus sometimes require. This introduces the various 
mobile menu options. Telia has a hamburger menu on the mobile website, as many other 
companies. It is probably the most used menu option on mobile websites today. However, 
according to Pernice and Budiu (2016), hidden menus such as hamburger menus provides a 
bad user experience because of longer task times and perceived task difficulty. This opinion 
obviously has not changed many minds though, since most mobile websites have hamburger 
menus. Hamburger menus also seem more convenient than other options, since it does not 
take as much space as regular menu which desktop designs often have. Pernice and Budiu 
(2016) argue hamburger menus are less discoverable. Nonetheless, other would argue today's 
users are aware of hamburger menus and what those three lines indicate. We conclude that 
this situation is not an issue in terms of usability challenges. 
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Another navigation issue is scrolling and long pages, which is often a consequence of 
responsive web design (Budiu 2015b). Telia is one among many companies which use this 
design approach. There are many different opinions on scrolling. Nielsen and Loranger (2006) 
argue against scrolling, claiming it can potentially hurt the user experience. Nielsen (2011) 
also claims mobile scrolling should be avoided, partly because of the short term memory and 
partly because it diverts attention from letting the user find what they are really looking for. 
Carlsson on the other hand states that scrolling is not really a hinder for Telia's customers, as 
long as the featured content is convenient. This means Telia and former studies disagree in 
this context.  

Furthermore, Wallenberg admits there are a lot of scrolling on the website, but states there are 
options of managing scrolling, such as breadcrumbs. Budiu (2015) also recommends such 
actions. Back-to-top buttons and similar solutions definitely ease the issue of scrolling, but 
how effectively they work could depend on how long the actual page is. If the page in 
question is very long, a back-to-top button might not be efficient enough if a user believes it is 
too much content to scroll past. However, one could speculate if scrolling is that much of an 
issue nowadays, since today's society uses the mobile phone many hours a day to use social 
medias, read newspapers and so forth. These actions actually requires scrolling. This 
phenomena at least concludes that people can scroll on a mobile phone, but it does not tell 
whether people want to scroll long product pages to be able to purchase a product on a 
website. Perhaps a middle ground between both voices can be an answer regarding the issue 
of mobile scrolling. 

5.5 Accessibility 
Our study revealed that Telia does not necessarily work with accessibility in a standardized 
process. They are aware of the issues and does include some aspects of accessibility, but it is 
not part of the formal testing. The participants all agreed that it was challenging, although 
especially not more difficult on the mobile phone. According to Wong, Telia will implement 
accessibility as part of their life cycle for testing. Since there have not been any legal 
requirements to have an accessible website, Telia seems to have focused on other aspects 
concerning usability. However, this is somewhat surprising, since a fair amount of the 
Swedish population has some kind of disability (Funka.nu n.d). If Telia aspires to be the 
largest company offering broadband services and other kinds of services in Sweden, one main 
aspect should be to include everyone. If a person with dyslexia or color blindness visits the 
website and immediately realizes the website is too difficult to use, he or she will go to 
another website offering the same kinds of services. In this chapter, we cannot speculate 
whether other competitors' websites are accessible or not since it is not part of this thesis, but 
it does seem risky to not fully focus on accessibility in terms of customer satisfaction and 
similar aspects. 

Furthermore, as of the 1st of January 2017, there are legal requirements of hosting an 
accessible website. The Swedish government has decided that by having an inaccessible 
website, the company is guilty of discrimination. Therefore, Telia and probably many other 
companies, have put accessibility as higher priority than before regarding the website's 
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usability. Carlsson mentions that Telia aspires to achieve an AA grade in the WCAG 2.0 
guidelines, which is the second highest level a company can achieve. He does not mention 
which grade Telia has today, but by his answer, we assume Telia does not currently have an 
AA grade. Accessibility is an essential part of usability in general, and including everyone 
should be praxis and not because of a legal requirement. It is a positive change of legalize 
accessibility though, and hopefully Telia and other companies will strive to in the future 
include everyone.  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6. Conclusion 
The purpose of this study was to confirm the identified main areas within mobile usability in 
the theoretical findings as challenges from an enterprise point-of-view. Furthermore, we also 
aimed to find out why these identified challenges present issues for companies today. By 
studying theoretical facts and gathering empirical data by interviewing employees at Telia 
Company, we reached the following conclusion: 

Overall, we discovered that the primary challenges within mobile usability today is site 
performance and content. Our participants expressed several difficulties within these contexts, 
such as fitting content on the mobile screen and balancing quality content against site 
performance. There seems to be difficulties in making site performance fast, since much of 
the featured content on the product pages are heavy, like product images, or slow, like price 
calculations. Furthermore, site performance and customer satisfaction seem to be correlated, 
since both empirical findings at Telia Company and previous research shows this correlation. 
The issue of balancing performance against content also seems to be difficult for developers, 
who have to balance the content given to them, at the same time as they need to have site 
performance in mind. Some parts of the theoretical findings also confirmed that these aspects 
is a usability challenge for the mobile web. For these two areas, we can confirm they are 
challenges by mapping theoretical and empirical findings, and we have also presented why 
they present challenges.  

Our findings also revealed another challenge within mobile usability. Accessibility is a large 
part within mobile usability, but based on our research, it was not prioritized compared to 
other usability aspects. It seems like accessibility has not generally been a priority within the 
usability field, however, with the new law concerning accessibility, we predict this will be a 
greater challenge in the future. Additionally, we are able to conclude navigation is not a large 
challenge. One aspect of navigation is scrolling where we have presented different mentalities 
within theoretical and empirical findings. But according to our empirical findings, this matter 
seems easier managed compared to other aspects such as fitting content on small screens and 
site performance. By this, we can confirm the area of accessibility as a current challenge by 
our theoretical and empirical data collection. However, concerning the area of navigation, we 
have found inconsistent data from our theoretical and empirical data collection. Our 
conclusion regarding navigation is that it can be a challenge depending on the context. 

Lastly, we want to humbly acknowledge the fact that we might not be able to generalize this 
result. In our study, we have confirmed the four identified main areas of mobile usability as 
various degrees of challenges and also why they present issues from an enterprise point-of-
view. Therefore, we have achieved the goal of our research. But we are aware a result like this 
is difficult to generalize, since we only included one company and four participants in our 
study. However, it is our belief that our findings can probably have bearing on websites 
belonging to companies similar to Telia. In these contexts, we believe the four identified main 
areas of issues can present similar kinds of challenges.  
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6.1 Further research 
We would like to suggest further research in the area of mobile usability, since it is such an 
important matter for any current company. This area of subject is both fairly new and as of 
now, fairly unexplored. There exists previous research which touches the same foundation of 
our thesis, namely mobile usability, but most of these studies have a consumer perspective. 
We argue we have presented new findings on why the issues exist and why they are difficult 
to manage from an enterprise perspective. Noteworthy, our research has discovered the 
challenges, why they exist and what they implicate, but our research has not aimed for how 
they are correctly managed. The time restrictions of our study limited us to not investigating 
this important matter, but we do think these issues will remain in the future. Therefore, we 
suggest further research investigating how the issues we have found can be best managed 
from an enterprise perspective. We believe several studies are needed concerning this, one for 
each problem area which we have presented in our findings and analysis. 

Furthermore, we suggest further research in closely related areas as well. We believe the 
customer perspective can be investigated concerning telecom websites, with methods such as 
observations and survey studies. By studying the customers in this matter, their issues and 
difficulties can be mapped with our findings in our study. Interesting results can probably 
emerge from this kind of research, such as customers having difficulties on mobile websites 
companies do not consider important and the other way around. We believe this kind of 
research has lots of potential and can be very valuable for companies in this industry. 
Additionally, we argue further research is needed from a back-end perspective. Since we had 
a limitation revolving front-end, back-end issues has not been considered in this thesis. We do 
believe there are many issues to uncover in this area as well, and therefore we believe further 
research is needed concerning this area as well. 

6.2 Contribution  
We have contributed to the field of science with a study in mobile usability from an enterprise 
point-of-view. We identified four main areas of usability in our theoretical findings. One aim 
was to confirm these areas as challenges in our empirical findings, which we succeeded by 
performing four interviews. Another aim was to provide further insight why these areas are 
seen as challenges, which we also have confirmed in our empirical findings. We want to 
acknowledge the fact of only performing four interviews in this study. Our participants 
confirmed our beliefs, which means we fulfilled our goal of our research. But our result can 
only be generalized to an extent and to this particular research. Additionally, further research 
can hopefully be initiated based on our findings, with our recommendations in the previous 
section above.  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Appendix 

Interview guide
General questions 

Interviewee:     Position: 
Date:      For how many years on the position: 
Location:     Previous works:  
What do you do in your daily work: 
 

Usability 
How are you and the team working with usability? 
 How are you and the team working to improve usability in the mobile? 
How do you work to avoid problems with usability? 
How do/are you measure / log if the customers has difficulty using the mobile website? 
 If you see that there are difficulties, how do you proceed? What is the process? 
What use Telia kind of usability testing? Beta testing or AB testing? 
What is the process surrounding the testing before the new functionality published on the 
website? 

User Experience 
How do you and the team to improve the customer experience? 
How does user requirements affect your mobile solution? How? 
 Do you work continuously with customer surveys? 
 What is the process around this? 

Content 
What do you see for challenges of software development in the mobile website? 
Do Telia use Mobile-first or Desktop-first approach when you are developing new 
functionality? 
 How does this process look like? 
What do you think about Telia's content approach? 
Telia has a separate mobile strategy for the content software development? 
How do Telia's content strategy look like? 
Are you experiencing challenges to develop features for small screens? 

Responsive web design 
To what extent do Telia use responsive web design? 
What challenges do you see responsive web design? 
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Site Performance 
How does the process for site performance work? 
What challenge do you see for working with site performance? 
How are you thinking about site performance? 
Do you see any challenges with your site performance on mobile website? 
How can the site performance of the mobile website be improved? 

Navigation 
How do/are you measure / log if the customer has difficulty to navigate on the mobile 
website? 
 If you see that there are difficulties, how do you proceed? What is the process? 
How are you trying to improve navigation on the mobile website? 
What do you see difficulties in developing navigation on the mobile website? 

Accessibility 
How are you and the team working with the accessibility and if so how? 
Do you see the difficulty of making content accessible on mobile? 
How do you test accessibility when a new functionality is going to be published? 

Future 
How do you see on Telia's mobile technology solution both today and in the future? 
Is there anything to improve? 
What difficulties do you see in the future to continue to develop the mobile website? 
What opportunities do you see in the future to continue to develop the mobile website? 

Additional questions  
Do you have any kind of guidelines when you are designing mobile usability? Can you give 
examples of this? 

You are designing the same content for mobile and desktop. However, there are some studies 
that indicate that the mobile user's attention spans are shorter and mobile sessions are shorter 
than on the desktop, therefore the content is adjusted to these phenomena in mobile. What do 
you think about it? 

You offer complexed products at Telia with qualitative product descriptions. According to 
some studies, a customer's ability to assimilate complex information less on mobile than on 
the desktop. Do you think that your product page contains complex information and do you 
have in that case that in mind when you are designing? 

How slow can the site (product pages) to be? Are there any limitations on how long pages 
may load? Do you have the same criteria for mobile and desktop? Do you know what your 
customers think about this? 
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Do you think that performance and customer satisfaction related or affect each other? Can you 
give an example? 

When you design new features to the product pages, the cases in which cases do you choose 
to work with CSS and when you choose JavaScript? How do you relate this to the 
performance? 

How do you work with site optimization? Especially regarding the product pages. 
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University of  Borås is a modern university in the city center. We give education programs and courses in 
business administration and informatics, library and information science, fashion and textiles, behavioral 
sciences and teacher education, engineering and health sciences. 

At the Department of  Information Technology, we have focused on the students' future needs. 
Therefore, we have created programs in which employability is a key word. Subject integration, wholeness 
and contextualization are other important concepts. The department has a closeness, both between 
students and teachers as well as between industry and education. 

Our courses and programs with a major in informatics are centered around basic concepts as system 
development and business development. In our wide range of  specializations there is everything from 
programming advanced systems, analyze the needs and requirements of  businesses, to conduct integrated 
IT and business development, with the common purpose of  promoting good use of  IT in enterprises and 
organizations. 

The department is carrying out IT-related research within the university’s research area called Business 
and IT. In terms of  field, the research activities are mainly within computer and systems science. 
Particular areas of  focus are data science and information systems science. Both scientifically and 
professionally-oriented research are performed, which among other things is manifested through that 
research is often conducted based on domain specific needs of  business and government organizations at 
local, national and international arena. The professionally-oriented research is also often manifested 
through our participation in the Swedish Institute for Innovative Retailing (SIIR), which is a research 
center at the University with the aim of  contributing to commerce and society with the development of  
innovative and sustainable trade. 
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